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ABSTRACT. We prove that the Bloch space coincides with the space BMOA

in the tube over the spherical cone of R.3; this extends a well-known one-

dimensional result.

Introduction. Let Q be a symmetric Siegel domain of type II contained in Cn.

Let V denote the Lebesgue measure in fi and H{Q) the space of holomorphic (or

analytic) functions in fi.

When n = 1 and fi = tt+ = {z £ C: Imz > 0}, a Bloch function is an element

/ of H{tt+) which satisfies the estimate

11/11.»=       sup      {y\f'{z)\} <oo.
z=x-\-iytzit+

The Bloch space 3§ of tt+ is then the quotient space of the space of Bloch functions

by the subspace of constant functions.

It is well known that in ir+, the Bloch space ¿¡8 coincides with the quotient

space BMOA of the space of BMO analytic functions by the subspace of constant

functions. The definition of BMO in 7r+ is the same as that of (solid) BMO in the

unit disk (cf. [6, p. 631]): in tt+, a locally integrable function / is said to be BMO

if there exists a constant C such that for any disk D contained in 7r+, there is a

constant fo such that

mU'-fD\dV <c.

In C2, this result can easily be extended to the cartesian product {n+)2 of two

upper half-planes. In this case, a Bloch function is an element of H[{ir+)2} which

satisfies the estimate

sup < y0yi
z={z0,zi) = (x0+iyo,x¡+iy¡)€(ir+)'2  I

d2

dzodzi
< CO.

The Bloch space SS of {ir+)2 is then the quotient space of the space of Bloch

functions by the subspace

JV= {'s*(<*+«:ää'«s0}-
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On the other hand, a holomorphic function / in {ir+)2 is said to be BMO if there

exists a constant G such that for any bidisk D contained in (7r+)2, there is a function

fo£JV such that

mh'-MdVia
The space BMOA of (7r+)2 is then the quotient space of the space of BMO analytic

functions by the subspace JV. The referee has pointed out to the author that there

is a danger of confusion between our space BMO[(7r+)2] and the so-called space

BMO(R^_ x R+) that shows up as the dual space of the two-parameter Hardy

space i/1(R2H x R^_) (cf. [4]); the two spaces, however, have nothing to do with

each other.

The purpose of this paper is to extend this identity between the Bloch space and

the space BMOA to the tube 0 over the spherical cone T of R3 defined by

T = {(2/0,2/1,2/2) G R3: 2/02/1 -y\ >0, 2/0 >0}.

The Bloch space ¿$ of fi is defined in [2] in terms of the differential operator

d2 d2
az = 4-—--—-j, z = {z0, zx,z2) £ C3;

azoozi     az2

D is the wave operator in C3. More precisely, if B{ç, z) denotes the Bergman kernel

of f2, a Bloch function in Q is an element / of H{Q) which satisfies the estimate

||/|b = sup{ß-1/3(^,^)|D/(z)|}<oo.
zen

The Bloch space & of f2 is then the quotient space of the space of Bloch functions

by the subspace jV = {/ G H{Q) : D/ = 0}.

The problem is actually to give a good definition of the space BMOA of f); this

consists of the description of a suitable family of geometric figures that will play

the same role as the disks in the upper half-plane ir+ and the bidisks in the product

(7T+)2 of two upper half-planes.

In §1, we recall some results of [1 and 2] about the Bloch space in the tube O

over the spherical cone. According to one of these results, the Bloch space ¿$ of O

can be realized as the Bergman projection of L°°. Let us mention that, since the

Bergman kernel B{ç, z) of U is not integrable with respect to z, we have to state

the definition of the Bergman projection Pb of a bounded function b and we shall

also recall the expression of an integral kernel which defines the operator P in L°°.

When we prove that every Bloch function / is BMO, this kernel will be used in the

definition of the function of JV which will be substracted from /.

In §2, we define the space BMOA of U by describing a suitable family 9 of

geometric figures: up to an affine change of coordinates, the elements of & are

polydisks (cartesian products of three disks).

In §3, we prove the identity between the Bloch space ¿$ and the space BMOA

of n. Let us note that this identity can be extended with the same proof, by means

of the results of [3, 2 and 1] to the following domains: the Cay ley transform of the

unit ball in C", n > 2; the tube over the spherical cone of Rn, n > 4; and the tube

over the cone of real symmetric positive definite m x m matrices, m > 3.

The author expresses his sincere thanks to R. R. Coifman for raising this problem

and to R. Rochberg for suggesting that the family should be invariant under the

affine automorphisms of fi.
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1. Preliminary results about the Bloch space. In this paragraph, we

recall some results proved in [1 and 2]. In the following, fi will denote the tube

R3 + iT C C3 over the spherical cone T of R3. The Bergman kernel B{ç,z) of f2

has the following expression:

B{c, z) = c[to - 20)(?i -*i) - (ft - zi)2}-3,

where f = (ft, ?i, ft) and z — {z0, zi, z2) are two points of fî.

The Bloch space ¿$ of fi is defined in the introduction; equipped with the norm

induced by the seminorm

||/|U = sup{ß-1/3(^,^)|D/W|}
zen

defined in the space of Bloch functions, the Bloch space S§ is a Banach space.

In [2] (cf. also [1]), we extended toila well-known one-dimensional result: the

Bloch space can be realized as the Bergman projection of L°°. In fact, let us first

recall that by Bergman projection, one originally means the orthogonal projection

& of L2{dV) onto the Bergman space

A2(fi) = L2{dV) r\H{U),

defined on L2{dV) by

&m= f B{<.,z)<t>{z)dV{z),        c£ü.
Jn

We next point out that, since the Bergman kernel B{ç,z) of f) is not integrable

with respect to z, we do not know how to extend to L°° the domain of definition of

the integral operator 3?. However, we defined the Bergman projection P on L°° as

an operator from L°° into 3§ satisfying the following property: when b £ L°° C\L2,

the element Pb of ¿$ can be represented by the function ¿Pb £ A2{£l).

We also determined a defining kernel for the Bergman projection of L°° by

subtracting from the Bergman kernel B{ç,z) of il a kernel Bo{ç,z) satisfying the

two following properties:

Io The function c >-> Bq{ç,z), z £ fi fixed, is holomorphic in fi and belongs to

the zero equivalence class JV of the Bloch space ¿%.

2° With respect to z, Bo(f, z) satisfies the estimate {B — B0){ç, z) G L1{dV{z)),

ÇGÎL
More explicity, a kernel Bo{ç,z) satisfying the required properties is defined by

U _ -?„)5/2 _ ((-„ _ 7„,|5/2

(1) {B-Bo){ç,z)=[--  (i_^o)5/2 {B{c,z)-B{{<o,i,0),z)},

i.e. for any 6 G L°°, the function

(2) g{c)= f {B-B0){ç,z)b{z)dV{z)
Jn

is an element of the equivalence class Pb of 3!.

The following theorem is proved in [2].
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THEOREM 1.1. The Bergman projection P, which assigns to a bounded func-

tion b the element Pb of ¿^ represented by the Bloch function g defined by (2), is

a continuous operator from L°° onto the Bloch space ¿$ of fi. Furthermore, the

projection P possesses a continuous right inverse R: £W —* L°°.

Let us mention the following lemma, which was used in the proof of the preceding

theorem.

LEMMA 1.1. Let K be a compact subset offl. There exist a constant C = C{K)

and a positive function M £ L1{dV) such that for any c G K and any z £ fi, the

following inequality holds:

\{B-Bo){ç,z)\<CM{z).

2. The space BMOA. In the introduction, we reduced the definition of the

space BMOA to the description of a suitable family 9 of geometric figures.

Let us then describe such a family 9. We first describe a subfamily 9o of 9; 9q

will consist of all polydisks centered at e = {i,i,0), whose multiradius {Rq,Ri,R2)

satisfies 0 < Rj < 1/4 for / = 0,1, 2. Notice that those polydisks are all contained

in 0.

Now, let Aff(n) denote the simply transitive group of affine automorphisms of

O defined in the first paragraph of [7]; the whole family 9 is defined by

9 =     (J     4>{90).
¿eAfT(n)

Let us describe more precisely the figures of 9. We shall represent the domain Q

by the space of symmetric 2x2 matrices in the following way: a point z = {zq, Zi,z2)

of f2 will take the form

z=(Zo    Z2).

\Zl     zx )

Now, let

ç = 8 + lt=(*o + ito    *+*A seRZ,t£T,
\s2+tt2    si-M£i/

be a point of 0; we shall use the following notation, introduced in [7]:

Xl{t)=*°hfÊ.     and     X2« = ii.

Let 4> be the element of Aff (0) that assigns ç to e; qb is defined by (p = fo o <j>2 ° </>i,

where the elements 4>i,4>2,4>3 of Aff(fi) are defined as follows for z £ Q;

4>i{z) — gizgi, where gi denotes the diagonal matrix

a-(xi{tY'2     o   y
91 "V    o      X2(01/V'

<t>i{z) — g^zg'i, where gi denotes the upper triangular matrix

--(i Ï)
and g'i is the transpose matrix of g2;

A. I \ , ( Zo-r- So     Z2 + s2\
4>3{z) = z + s = [

v   ' \z2 + S2     Zi + Si )
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Let Q be a figure of 9, Q = 4>{D), where D is an element of 9q whose multiradius

is denoted by {Rq,Ri,R2). A point z — {zo,Zi,z2) belongs to Q if

Í ki -ill <X2{t)Ri,
¿2

z2 -ft

zo - fo -

Xa(0

2«2

{zi -ft! < Ixi{t)x2{t)}1/2R2,

{z2 - ft) +
ft

(«i -ft!
X2W       '"   '    \\2{t)

Now, by means of the affine change of coordinates defined by

<Xi(t)Ro-

Z\  — Z\,

z'i = z2

z'o = Zo

t2

Xa(0

2*2

{z\ -ft!

{z2 - ft) +
ft

Ul -ftj
X2(Í)V "'        \X2(i),

we obtain that Q is the polydisk centered at ç = {ft, ft, ft), defined by

Q = {{z'o,z[,z2) £ C3 : \z[ - ill < X2{t)Ri,

14 - ftl < [xi(í)x2(í)]1/2A2, ko - fol < Xl{t)R0}-

Let us next define the space BMOA of 0.  A function / G H{ü) is said to be

BMO if there exists a constant G such that for any Q £ 9, there is a function

¡Q G JV, where jT = {/ G H{Q) : D/ = 0}, such that

iy/i/-w<tf.101
Let II/Ubmoa denote the smallest constant for which this property holds. As

a definition, the space BMOA of fi is the quotient space of the BMO analytic

functions by the subspace JV; equipped with the norm induced by || ||bmoa, the

space BMOA is a Banach space.

3. The identity between the Bloch space ¿38 and the space BMOA.  We

shall now prove the following theorem.

THEOREM 3.1. In the tube Ü over the spherical cone T o/R3, the Bloch space

¿38 coincides with the space BMOA and the norms induced on 38 by || \g¡ and on

BMOA by || ||bmoa are equivalent.

PROOF. We first show that there exists a constant G such that any Bloch

function / satisfies ||/||bmoa < G||/||^. This will immediately yield the inclusion

of^ in BMOA.
Let then / be a Bloch function; in the following, Bo denotes the kernel defined

in [1]. In view of Theorem 1.2, there exists a bounded function b such that the

following equality holds, modulo an element of JV:

(3) /(f) Í {B-Bo){ç,z)b{z)dV{z),
Jn

i.e. / belongs to the same equivalence class of ¿38 as the function in the right-hand

side of (3).
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We must prove that there exists a constant C such that for any Bloch function

/ and any polydisk Q £ 9, there is a function /q G ¿V such that

(4) w\Llf-fQl dv<c\\f\y.
Q

Let c denote the center of Q and let <j> be the element of Aff (f2) that assigns c to e.

Define the function /q by

(5) (/-/«)(?)= [ {B - B0){<P{ç),4>{z))b{z)\J<P\2 dV{z),
Jn

where J<f> denotes the jacobian of <f>.

Let us verify that the so-defined function /q belongs toyf ; in view of Lemma 1.1,

(3) and the relation B{<f>{ç),(f>{z))\J(p\2 = B{ç,z), it suffices to check that

□f{ßoi>(f), Hz))\J4>\2 - -Bo(ft^)} = 0,

and since □i.Bo(ft z) =0 and Jcp is independent of ft this is equivalent to

D(Bo{4>{ç),<j>{z)) = 0-

This verification then follows from the following lemma, whose proof is elemen-

tary.

LEMMA  3.1.   For any f £ H{U) and any 4> £ Aff(H), the following equality
holds.

D(/o^)=.|J0|2/3.(D/)o0.

Let us next prove that the function /q defined in (5) gives rise to inequality (4).

In view of (5) and the Fubini theorem, we get

\sf \U- /o)WI dV{ç) < f N{z)b{z) dV{z) < \\b\U [ N{z) dV{z),
°i\ Jo Jn Jn\Q\

where

(6) N{z) = ±-J \{B- BoK^f), 4{z))\ \J<P? dV{ç).

Now, in view of Theorem 1.1, if R denotes the continuous right inverse of

P: L°° —+ ¿%, we can take b = Rf and this yields the estimate ||6||oo £ G||/||^>.

It then suffices to show that there exists a constant C such that for any Q £ 9,

the function N defined in (6) satisfies the estimate

(7) [ N{z)dV{z)<C.
Jn

In order to prove (7), we apply to (6) the change of variables ç' = cp{ç) and z' =

4>{z) and we let D denote the polydisk D = 4>~1{Q) centered at e {D belongs to the

subfamily 9q of 9); since \Q\ — \J(p\~2\D\, it follows from the Fubini theorem that

the left-hand side of (7) is equal to (1/|£>|) JD{Jn \{B - B0){ç',z')\ dV{z')}dV{ç').
Applying Lemma 1.1 to the compact subset

Do = {{zo,Z!,z2)£C3: \z0-i\ < 1/4,\zx -i\ < l/4,|a2| < 1/4}

immediately yields inequality (7).
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We now prove the converse implication, i.e. there exists a constant G such that

any BMO analytic function / satisfies the estimate \\f\\& < G||/||bmoa-

The method of proof is the same as that of R. R. Coifman, R. Rochberg and

G. Weiss [6] for the same property in the unit disk of the complex plane.

We must show that there exists a constant G such that for any BMO analytic

function / and any ç in f2, the following inquality holds:

(8) ß-1/3(ftf)P/(f)|<G||/||BMOA-

Let us first prove inequality (8) for any c in the polydisk D centered at e, whose

multiradius is (1/5,1/5,1/5). We let Dq denote the polydisk centered at e, whose

multiradius is (1/4,1/4,1/4) and we let /o denote an element of JV such that

uo\ Jd0

We use the following lemma.

u|dV<||/||BMOA.
Do

LEMMA 3.2.   If g £ H{ü) satisfies {l/\D0\) fD  \g\dV < C < oo, then for any
ç in D, the inequality \Og{ç)\ < 135G holds.

PROOF OF LEMMA 3.2. In view of Cauchy's formula for polydisks, the follow-

ing equality holds for any ç in D:

92   i )- (^.Y [1/4   f1/4   f1/4

1/5 Jr,=l/5 Jr0 = l/5

g{z) dzo A dzi A dzi

3ft Oft

/JdDr {Z0-Ç)2{Z1 -ft)2(22-ft)

where

dDr = {{z0,zi,z2) £ C3: \z0 - i\ = r0, \¿i - i\ = ru\z2\ = r2}.

We then easily obtain that

rodr0ri drxr2dr2,

d2
a(f)

dftdç
l?l

9 ñhí lffl'
l-^ol Jd0

and the same estimate also holds for \{d2/dç2)g{ç)\:  the conclusion immediately

follows from the hypothesis.

Now, in view of Lemma 3.2 and of the equality D/o = 0, inequality (8) when c

lies in D is a consequence of the following lemma, whose proof is easy.

LEMMA 3.3. There exist two positive constants C\ and C2 such that for any ç

inD, d <ß(ftC) <G2.

Let us next prove inequality (8) when ç is any point in fl. We let D again

denote the polydisk centered at e, whose multiradius is (1/5,1/5,1/5); since the

family {(p(D): (¡> £ Aff(n)} is a covering of fi, it is enough to prove that for any

<j> £ AfF(fï), inequality (8) holds for any ç in <¡>{D).

Let Q = 4>{D) and Qo — (p{Do), where Dq again denotes the polydisk centered

at e whose multiradius is (1/4,1/4,1/4). Let /¿, be an element of JV such that

(9) 7^-f /   \{! - U){z)\dV{z)<\\!\\imoK.
Ivol Jq0
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Applying the change of variable z = 4>{z') to the left-hand side of (9) yields

77^ /   \(f-U)° 4>{z')\ dV{z') < II/Ubmoa-
l-^ol JDo

Now, in view of Lemma 3.3, we get for any ç' in D:

Pc<[(/-/*W](f')l<135||/||BMOA.

We next apply the change of variable c = 0(ç') to the left-hand side of this inequal-

ity; in view of Lemma 3.1 and of the equality D/^ = 0, this yields

Pc/(f)l l^>|2/3 < 135||/||bmoa.

The following lemma then completes the proof of the theorem.

LEMMA 3.4. D denotes the polydisk centered at e, whose multiradius is (1/5,

1/51/5). There exist two constants Ci and C2 such that for any <p £ Aff (il) and

anyç£<f>{D),

Ci\J<p\-2<B{ç,ç)<C2\J<î>\-2.

PROOF OF LEMMA 3.4. This lemma is a straightforward consequence of

Lemma 3.2 and of the relation -B(ftc) = B{ç',<;')\J<p\~2, where ç = (¡>{ç').
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